A comparison of solution conformation and hydrodynamic properties of equine, porcine and rabbit serum albumin using viscometric measurements.
This paper presents the results of viscosity determinations on aqueous solutions of equine, porcine and rabbit serum albumin over a wide range of concentrations and at temperatures ranging from 5 degrees C to (42-45) degrees C. The results are compared with human and bovine serum albumin previously studied. Viscosity-temperature dependence is discussed on the basis of the modified Arrhenius formula. The effective specific volume, the activation energy and entropy of viscous flow for all investigated albumins are compared. Viscosity-concentration dependence, in turn, is discussed on the basis of Mooney equation. Based on the assumption that theoretical and experimental values of Simha factor--at high temperature limit--are equal to each other, the hydrodynamic volume of the studied albumins has been calculated. The numerical values of a self-crowding factor were also obtained. At low concentration limit, the numerical values of the intrinsic viscosity and of Huggins coefficient were compared.